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We are fully committed to monitoring
and reducing our environmental
impact
The EU is committed to implementing the United Nations’ 17
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Through its environmental management system (EMAS), the European Economic and Social
Committee (EESC) and the European Committee of the Regions (CoR)
contribute to some of the SDGs, such as sustainable cities and communities, responsible consumption and production, and climate action.
It is also becoming apparent that the Circular Economy Action Plan
and the Plastic Strategy are more than just concepts for us: we have
already started implementing them in practice in our buildings and
activities and have committed ourselves to continuous improvement.
We have a duty to be exemplary in sustainable management and
a willingness to do so. Acting alongside other stakeholders in society,
the EESC and the CoR want to take on a pioneering role, and hope to
encourage other administrations in Europe and beyond to take their
environmental efforts further.
Our significant environmental results are presented here in this
brochure. Each year, new challenges are set, and results continue to
improve thanks to the efforts made by both members and staff. Our
thanks to each one of you!
September 2018

Gianluca Brunetti
EESC Secretary-General

Jiří Buriánek
CoR Secretary-General
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Main Results 2017
Always Better!
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Electricity

11%

in
2017

28%

since
2009

Gas

15%

in
2017

51%

since
2009

Water

2%

in
2017

35%

since
2009

Paper

8%

in
2017

42%

since
2009

Office
Waste

13%

in
2017

57%

in
2010

Food
waste

3%

Seasonal
dishes

+16%

Carbon
footprint

10.202tonnes
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of the food produced for
the canteen
compared
to 2015

of CO2
equivalent

Highlights of 2017
January

Optimised LED-lighting in car parks and
stairwells (JDE and BvS)

February

Improved insulation of the TRE building (7th
floor)

March

“Good Food” label awarded to the canteen

April

Start of the Green Public Procurement
Helpdesk (interinstitutional)

May

Conference for staff on indoor pollutants

June

Publication of an eco-tips guide

July

Start of “paperless” plenary sessions at the
CoR

August

New cooling system in the B68 building

September

New heating system in the TRE building
(gas instead of electricity)

October

European Week of Waste Reduction:
Repair and Reuse
Staff conference on planned obsolescence

November

New building strategy approved with a
clear sustainable approach

December

Reusable cups used at the staff end-of-year
party
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Energy
Heating and cooling more than 110 000 m² of offices including 11
conference rooms, 3 reception halls, training rooms, canteens and IT
server rooms in a sustainable way is a big challenge. Engineers are
therefore focusing on saving energy and using clean energy.
Electricity

Gas

11%

in
2017

28%

since
2009

15%

in
2017

51%

since
2009

Our achievements in reducing energy consumption
• New heating system in TRE building
• LED lights in JDE and BvS carparks and stairwells
• Optimised cooling systems in the B68 building
• Lower consumption during the summer period
To come
• Energy and water meters to better assess our consumption
• Continuing to replace window frames

Renewable source of energy: 150 m² of photovoltaic (12 MWh produced in
2017) panels and purchase of 100% green electricity.
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Water
Almost 20 000 m³ (approx. 12 m³/pers.) of water is used in our
buildings each year, mainly in kitchens, toilets, cleaning, humidifying
air and watering indoor plants and outside gardens. We have gradually
decreased our consumption. The challenge now will be to maintain
these good results.
Water consumption

2%

in
2017

35%

since
2009

Our achievement in reducing water consumption
• Frequent technical inspection of water pipes in order to limit leaks
• Warnings from staff when there are water leaks in toilets
• Frequent testing of water quality: it is safe to drink!
To come
• Rainwater collection for indoor plants

Improved waterproofness of the bamboos containers (JDE façade)
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Paper
In administrative organisations like ours, paper is an essential tool
used by staff and members. Producing, printing paper, managing its
waste… it all requires lots of natural resources and has a significant
impact on the environment. With the desire to act as modern and
eco-friendly institutions, the EESC and CoR are gradually moving towards an ever-more rational use of paper.

Paper for office printing

8%

in
2017

47%

since
2009

17 sheets
day/person
in 2017

Paper for plenary sessions and publications

20%

in
2017

60%

since
2009

Our achievements in reducing energy consumption
• Replacement of individual printers by network printers has helped
staff to print only essential documents
• 100% recycled and eco-labelled paper purchased for standard usage
• Notebooks produced internally with used printer cover pages
• Progressive phasing out of cover pages

50%

of paper saved thanks to new methods implemented
during CoR plenary sessions

To come
• Further digitalisation of internal processes
• Rational use of paper in the office, during meetings and with official
publications
8
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Green Public Procurement
Public authorities are major consumers. By using their purchasing
power to choose environmentally friendly goods, services and works,
they can make an important contribution to sustainable consumption
and production.

Our achievements for green public procurement
100% of the key contracts contain strict environmental requirements.
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Sustainable Food
Good Food
Label

Food production is responsible for a large part of the CO2
emissions in the world. Some measures can improve this carbon
footprint. That’s why our canteen and cafeterias have adopted a clear
sustainable approach since 2014, while leaving staff responsible for
their consumption choices.

Our achievement in proposing sustainable food

80
%
of the products

10
%
of the food sold

24
%
of the main dishes

6
%
of the food sold

on the menu are
seasonal

and sandwiches
sold are vegetarian

34
%
of fish on the menu

is certified MSC
(sustainable fisheries)

is organic

is from fair trade

Thursday Veggie
Days
have been organised
since 2014

Pioneer! Our canteen is among the few bodies receiving the “Good Food”
label (2 forks). This label was awarded for the first time in 2017 by the
Brussels region.
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Sustainable Food
Food waste is very limited in the canteen but is a major issue
during events, due to the many unpredictable parameters of organising them. However, some measures can be taken to reduce food waste
and avoid over-production.

Food
Waste

Amount of food waste compared to food produced

3%

in the
canteen

20%

during
events

This rate is high and
difficult to reduce; for this reason, food
leftovers are donated to charities.

Our achievement in reducing food waste
• Reusing of products not consumed and saved under strict conditions
• Purchasing and managing stocks more efficiently
• Monitoring waste to assess developments more effectively
• Ensuring better communication between organisers and caterers
• Sharing a “green buffet guide” with organisers
Food Donation in 2017

6.000
sandwiches

200
kg
of food

Food Donation
Combating food waste has social, environmental and economic
dimensions. The Committees are proud to be pioneers in their innovative system of food donation to charities. This started in 2016
and has been progressively extended to more types of leftovers.
The beneficiaries are people living in Brussels who are in extreme
poverty (the homeless and migrants).
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Green Events
Every year, the Committees organise conferences and events attracting more than 20 000 visitors. Many of these events are related
to sustainability issues in Europe and world-wide. It is therefore of tremendous importance to “walk the talk” by reducing any type of waste
and offering sustainable food.

Our achievement in improving green events
• Food leftovers are donated to charities
• Vegetarian or organic buffets can be organised
• Promotional gadgets are limited and made with eco-friendly
materials
• No overconsumption of brochures
• Plastic visitor passes are taken back after conferences

40 000 plastic cups saved per year, with china cups and water jugs being
used as alternatives to single-use plastics
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Mobility
With 1 300 members of staff commuting to Brussels, mobility is a
big challenge in terms of CO2 emissions, quality of air and quality of
life. The EESC and CoR have an active policy for encouraging staff to
use more environmentally friendly means of transport: public transport, biking, walking and car-pooling.
Staff using eco-friendly forms of transport

79%

(CoR)

69%

(EESC)

Our achievement in promoting soft mobility
• Promotional events such as Friday Bike/Walk Day or the Step
Challenge
• Financial contribution to the cost of public transport season tickets
• More parking places for car-pooling and motorbikes
• Teleworking and flexible working hours to reduce traffic congestion
at peak times
• Increased possibilities for organising videoconferences and
webstreaming of events

10 service bikes with cloakrooms, showers and lockers for cyclists
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Waste
With 149 tons of waste produced in 2017, the first challenge is to
Waste
find
ways for reducing it. The second is to implement a suitable sorting
Sorting
system and manage the different types of waste in line with complex
but necessary legislation. From old IT devices, products used in the
printshop and medical products, to organic waste from the kitchen,
there are a lot of different types of waste!

Our achievement in waste sorting
• Strict management of hazardous waste by the relevant departments
and contractors
• Special collections are organised: glass, batteries, corks, pens and
highlighters
• Regular tests of sorting quality to identify possible improvements
• Raising the awareness of staff by organising a conference on built-in
obsolescence

Bins in public areas: better labelling, format, location, etc.
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Waste
Waste generated (in the offices + kitchen)

13%

in
2017

57%

since
2010

Waste
Reduction

Our achievement in reducing waste
• Digitalisation has led to a significant reduction in paper waste
• Obsolete IT equipment and furniture are donated to a charity
• Organic waste from the canteens is converted into biogas (17 tons
in 2017)
• Improved processes in the kitchen to avoid food waste
Less Plastic
The EU plastic strategy is already a reality in our buildings
• Canteen and cafeterias: Take-away materials are mainly made of
paper, card or bio-plastics, and very few single-use plastics are
provided
• Buffets during events: water is served in jugs and reusable
glasses
• End-of-year staff party: reusable plastic cups used
• European Week of Regions and Cities: compostable cups used

A €0.05 reduction for bringing your own cup to the cafeteria
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Biodiversity
The dramatic loss of biodiversity and degradation of ecosystems
is occurring everywhere in the world. The Committees offer various
areas with improved biodiversity protection.

The Committees
occupy a surface area of

13.500 m

2

28%

nearly
is made up of green
roofs and gardens

Our achievement in supporting biodiversity
• Green areas are maintained without chemical pesticides or fertilisers
• 1 800 m² of green roofs: they improve thermal and sound insulation
while reducing air pollution and CO2 emissions. They limit the urban
heat island effect. They also filter and regulate the flow of rainwater.
• Honey-yielding plants were selected to grow on the green roofs
• Organic food is available in the canteens

Two beehives have been installed on the JDE roof. © EU/EESC
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Carbon Inventory
The carbon inventory is a tool for calculating an organisation’s
environmental impact in terms of CO2 emission equivalent. In 2017,
the carbon inventory was calculated for the second time for the
Committeesand allows for a comparison with 2016.

2016

2017

of CO2 equivalent

of CO2 equivalent

10.005 tonnes 10.202 tonnes
= emissions
of

1434

Waste
Reduction

+2%

EU
citizens

54%
21%

Transportation of people
Members: 38%
Staff: 16%

16%

8%

Buildings and Procurement Energy
furniture
(goods/service)
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Our Environmental Management System
The EESC and CoR have been EMAS- and ISO 14 001-registered
since 2011. These certifications guarantee that we assess, manage and
continuously improve on our environmental performance.

The committees

110.000m

2

of buildings

700 Committee
members

(total surface area including
grounds and basement)

1.300 Staff
members

350 at the EESC
and 350 at the CoR

20.000

Visitors per year

The Environmental Management System

1
12
1

EMAS team in the Infrastructure unit – Directorate for Logistics
Members of the EMAS Steering Committee (secretaries-general,
directors, staff representatives)
Annual environmental audit (Vinçotte)

REG.NO. BE-BXL- 27

The network of 80 EMAS contact people (representing a directorate or a unit) helps
with disseminating EMAS information and collecting suggestions from staff.
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This document summarises the 2018 environmental statement
(2017 data) available on the EMAS intranet and the EESC and CoR
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